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An important part of the geometry of the zeros of polynomials f(z) 
in a complex variable z is that which deals with the location of the zeros 
of the derivative f'(z) in relation to the distinct zeros of f(z). Let mi be 
the multiplicity of the zero zi of f(z) (j = 1, 2, ... , p). The problem to find 
the position of the zeros of f'(z) reduces to the investigation of the location 
of the zeros of the function 
(1) 
p • 
F(z)= 1....5_· 
i=lZ-Zi 
The zeros of f'(z) can be interpreted from the standpoint of physics, 
geometry and function theory (see [1], 1, § 2, pp. 6-10). These inter-
pretations in general do not use the fact that the mi are positive integers. 
Many authors therefore considered the problem concerning the zeros 
of rational functions whose decomposition into partial fractions have the 
form ( 1) with the mi as arbitrary real constants. 
In the present paper we restrict ourselves to the geometric interpre-
tation of the zeros of ( 1) for the case that p = 3. First we want to comment 
(Part I) on the proof of this case as presented in [1] and second in con-
nection with this remark we derive an interesting property of triples of 
points on an ellipse (Part II). 
PART I 
3 
Theorem A. The zeros w1 and w2 of the function F(z)=! mi(z-zi)-1 
i=l 
are the foci of the conic which touches the line segments (~. z2), (z2, Za) 
and (z3 , z1) in the points , 3 , ' 1 and ' 2 that divide these segments in the 
ratios m1 : m2, m2 : m8 and m3 : m1• If n=m1 +m2 +m8 #0, the conic is an 
ellipse or hyperbola according as nm1m2m8 > 0 or < 0. 
Proof. The equation F(z) = 0 is equivalent to 
G(z) == ~(z-z2)(z- Za) +m2(z-Za)(z-z1 ) + m8(z- zt}(z- z2) = 0. 
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If n#O, then G(z) has two zeros w1 and w2• Hence 
G(Zt) =~(Zt- z2)(Zt -Za) = n(ZJ_ -wtHZt -w2), 
or 
(2) 
From (2) follows 
wl- zl . w2- zl = ml 
z2 -z1 z3 -z1 n 
(3) w1-z w -z1 arg --1 + arg-2 - = 0 or :n: (mod 2:n:), Z2-zl Za-Zl 
which means that the lines (ZJ., w1) and (zv w2) are isogonal conjugate 
with respect to the lines (ZJ., z2) and (ZJ., z3). By cyclic permutation of the 
indices in (3) we get two similar relations. Hence, the points w1 and w2 
are isogonal conjugate (are counter-points) with respect to the triangle 
(ZJ., Za, Za)· According to a wellknown theorem there exists a conic touching 
he sides of the triangle (zv z2, z3) in the points mentioned in the theorem 
and with w1 and w2 as foci. Furthermore, one can prove (for this part of 
the argument see [1], p. 9) that according as nm1m2m3 > 0 ( < 0) the foci 
w1 and w2 lie on the same side (on different sides) of the sides of the 
triangle (zv z2, z3), so that in the first case we get an ellipse (or circle if 
w1 = w2) and in the second case a hyperbola. 
Remarks. 1. If n=~ +m2 +m3 =0 and ~Zt +m2z2 +m3z3 #0 then 
the conic of Theorem A is a parabola. The proof is left to the reader. 
2. The second part of the proof of Theorem A amounts to the fact 
that the sides of the triangle (zv z2, z3 ) are the bisectors (interior or exterior) 
of the angles (w1, Ci, w2) (i= 1, 2, 3). We wish to stress that it is not 
allowed to conclude from this last property that the assertion of Theorem A 
is true. For instance, consider an ellipse 8, which touches the sides AB, 
BO and OA of the triangle ABO in the points R, P and Q, respectively. 
Let p and q be two lines through P symmetric in the normal of 8 at P 
and not passing through the foci of 8. Let a point T move on p, then 
the lines QT and RT describe perspective pencils of rays. Let r be the 
image of QT in the normal of 8 at Q, and 8 the image of RT in the normal 
ofe at R. The pointS of intersection of rand 8 describes a conic lJ which 
meets q in two points. Let G be one of these points, and let T be its 
isogonal (with respect to the triangle PQR) conjugate; The sides of the 
triangle ABO are the bisectors (interior or exterior) of the angles TPG, 
TQG and T RG whereas T and G are not the foci of 8. 
PART II 
The (real and imaginary) foci F 1 and F 2 of an ellipse 8 have the pro-
perty: for every point P of 8 the lines PF1 and PF2 are symmetric in 
the normal p of 8 at P. Now one may ask the following question: Given 
n points Pv P 2, ••• , P,. on 8, and two points G1 and G2 in the plane of 8 
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such that P;,G1 and P;,G2 are symmetric in the normal Pi of 8 at P; 
(i = 1, 2, ... , n), what is the smallest value n0of n for which the conclusion 
that a1 and a2 are the real (or imaginary) foci of 8 is valid1 Let us call 
any pair av a2 with the above symmetry property an n-isogonality pair, 
or briefly an ni-pair. According to remark 2 of Part I we have n0 > 3. 
In the following we want to consider the set of 3rpairs associated with 
three distinct points P1 P2 and P 3 on 8. First 'Ye establish the 
Lemma. Three distinct points A, B and 0 cannot lie on an ellipse 
such that AB, BO and OA are the normals of this ellipse at A, Band 0 
respectively. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then, obviously 6ABO is acute-angled. 
The tangent lines of the ellipse at A, B and 0 are perpendicular to AB, 
BO and OA respectively. Let D, E and F be the points of intersection 
of the tangent lines at Band 0, 0 and A, A and B respectively. Then we 
have, denoting the sides of 6ABO by a, b and c, and the angles by iX, 
fJ and y, 
(4) ) 
AEfAF=- bc-1 tg fJ cosec iX 
BFfBD=- ca- 1 tgy cosec fJ . 
ODfOE=- ab- 1 tg iX cosec y, 
hence the product of the left hand sides of (4) is -sec iX sec fJ sec y, and 
this product is < -1, in other words, the lines AD, BE and OF are not 
concurrent. This yields a contradiction and terminates the proof. 
Now let P 1, P 2 and P 3 be three points on an ellipse 8 no two of which 
are on the same axis of symmetry of 8. On account of the lemma we may 
assume that the normals p1 and p2 at P 1 and P2 respectively do not 
coincide with P 1P 2• The distinct images of P 1P 2 in p1 and p2 are distinct 
from P 1P 2, and intersect at Q, say (Q may be at infinity). Assume further 
that Q and P 3 are distinct points. Let l be a line through P 3, and let 
l' be its image in the normal p3 of 8 at P 3 • The isogonal transformation 
of l with respect to the triangle P1P2Q is a conic (J through Pv P 2, Q 
and P; (the isogonal transformation of P 3 ). Let a; and a~ be the points 
of intersection of l' and b, and let a1 and a2 be their isogonal transfor-
mations. Then (Gv a;) and (a2, a~) are 3,-pairs associated with Pv P 2 
and P 3• Thus, land l' yield two 3i-pairs each of which has a point on l, 
and on l' as well. Now let l describe the pencil of rays with P 3 as centre, 
then l' describes a pencil projective with the first one, and (J describes a 
pencil of conics which is projective with these pencils of rays. Hence, 
the locus of a1 and a2 is a cubic curve passing through Pv P 2 ,Q and 
evidently through the isotropic points. This proves 
Theorem B. The locus of the 3.-pairs associated with three given 
points on an ellipse is a circular cubic curve. 
If P 1 and P 2 are given points on 8, then the choice of the third point 
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P3 determines this curve O(P3 ), say. Under isogonal transformation 
with respect to the triangle P1P2Q the curve O(P3) is transformed into 
itself. Let P 4 be a fourth point on s distinct from Pv P2 and P3 • Apart 
from Pv P2, Q and the isotropic points the curves O(P3) and O(P4) (the 
locus of the 3rpairs associated with Pv P2 and P 4) meet at four other 
points, namely at the foci of s. 
If Q coincides with P 3 then the above argument applies to the triangles 
P1P3P 4 and P2P3P4• The assertion remains valid. 
Let P1 and P2 be the endpoints of the same axis of symmetry of s. 
Now it can easily be seen that the locus of the 3i-pairs associated with 
Pv P 2 and P3 where P3 does not coincide with one of the endpoints of 
the second axis of symmetry, degenerates into the line P1P 2 and a circle y 
whose center is on P1P 2 and which passes through P3 and through the 
point of intersection of p3 with P1P2• Furthermore, it can easily be seen 
that, if Pv P2, P 3 and P 4 are the vertices of s, the foci of s are not the 
only ~-pairs. Hence we have 
Theorem C. The only 4rpairs associated with any four distinct 
points on an ellipse s (not all four the extremities of the axes of symmetry 
of s) are the pairs of the real and the imaginary foci of s. 
The answer to the question asked at the beginning of Part II is (in 
general): n0 = 4. 
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